
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 
THE OVER COMPANY GUIDE 
TO BRANDING, VOICE, AND 

TONE 
 

A comprehensive guide to representing 
The OVer Company’s products for Retail Partners 

 



Everything has a voice. 
 

Everything has a way to it. 
 
At The OVer Company, we want the voice of our representatives and us to be one 
that reinforces trust in our company and its services, that lends itself to building the 
confidence of the modern family, and remains active, engaged, and helpful at all 
times. 
 
This guide intends to help Retail Partners of The OVer Company more consistently 
communicate in a manner that is conducive to achieving these goals. By establishing 
consistent terms, we can ensure we’re presenting our most united face to our 
customers. 
 
 

HOW TO USE THE OVER COMPANY’S LOGOS 
 

 
   
 

         
 
 
 

  

It’s important that The OVer Company logos are portrayed 
in monochrome (black-and-white). We prefer a black logo 
on a white circle-, square-, or rectangle-shaped background 
in every circumstance except for scenarios in which this 
orientation renders the logo illegible. 
 
If an alternate logo is needed, a white logo over a black 
background is acceptable. 
 
Our logos must never be portrayed on a clear/translucent, 
gray, or colourful background. 



HOW TO ADDRESS THE OVER COMPANY IN 
WRITTEN COPY 
 

Here are some important things to remember when addressing 
The OVer Company… 
 

- The letters T, O, V, and C are always capital letters, literally as 
“The OVer Company” 

- Do not address the company itself using a short form such as “OVer” or “TOC” in 
any official company copy 

- Do not address the company as “The OVer Co.” 
 

… And on social media 
- For tagging purposes, The OVer Company’s official handle on Instagram, 

Facebook, Pinterest, and Twitter is @TheOVerCompany 

- The OVer Company’s official website is www.theovercompany.com 

- The OVer Company’s official hashtags are #getyourOVeron and 
#theOVercompany with capital letters O and V 

 

OTHER BRANDED TERMS 
 
Branded terms are proper nouns, meaning they begin with capital 
letters unless otherwise specified. 
 
BUTTER BLANKET 

- Stylized with typical sentence case 
 
ESSENTIAL SCRUNCHIE 

- Stylized with lowercase letters, literally as “essential scrunchie” 
 
HARPER COLLECTION 

- Stylized with typical sentence case 
 
THE NODO COLLECTION 

- When referring to the group of nodo products, always use the term “collection” 
over the term “line”, “series”, etc. 

- Stylized with lowercase letters, literally as “the nodo collection” 

- The words “gown” and “hat” are also to be stylized in lowercase letters when 
referring to the nodo collection, literally as “nodo hat”, “nodo gown” 

- When referring to the both the hat and gown in sequence, they are to be stylized 
with a plus sign, literally as “nodo hat + gown” OR “nodo gown + hat” 

 



[NOTE:ABLE] COLLECTION 

- Stylized with lowercase letters 

- Stylized with a colon between “note” and “able”, literally as “note:able” 

- Stylized with square brackets around the word “note:able”, literally as 
“[note:able]” 

- Pronounced “notable” 
OVER COVER 

- May be referred to in shorthand as the “OVer” with a lowercase t. (ex. “… and the 
OVer fits most car seats”) 

- When using the full term, the letters only the letters O and V must be capital 
letters 

- The letter C remains lowercase 
 
OVER FACE MASKS 

- Stylized with lower case f and m in “face masks”, but with capital O and V in 
OVer, literally as “OVer face masks” or just “face masks” 

 
OVER MAMA ESSENTIALS 

- Stylized as all lowercase except for the O and V, literally as “OVer mama 
essentials” 

 
SLEEPOVER COLLECTION 

- When referring to the Sleepover Collection, always use the term “Collection” with 
a capital C, over the term “line”, “series”, etc., literally as “Sleepover Collection” or 
just “Sleepover” 

- When broadly referring to the collection, use “sleepwear” 

- Do not refer to items as “pajamas”, “PJs”, “jammies” 

- OVER DAD SLEEP SHORTS 

- Stylized with uppercase O and V in “Over”, and every other letter lowercase, 
literally as “OVer dad sleep shorts” 

- OVERSLEEPER 

- Stylized with uppercase O & V, literally as “OVersleeper” 

- OVER KIDS SLEEP SET 

- Stylized with uppercase O & V in “OVer”, literally as “OVer kids sleep set” 

- When referring to this particular product, always use the term “sleep set” with 
lowercase letters, over “line”, “series”, “collection”, etc. 

- OVER MAMA SLEEP DRESS 

- Stylized with uppercase O & V in “OVer”, literally as “OVer mama sleep dress” 


